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The Apartment Greg Baxter
Greg Baxter, a Texan living in Berlin, embarked on his literary career with the intention of becoming
a great southern novelist; the heir to Flannery O'Connor and Barry Hannah. To that end he put ...
The Apartment by Greg Baxter – review | Books | The Guardian
Greg Baxter is a name to watch, and The Apartment is a novel to read, perhaps more than once (for
the first time in a while with a new novel, I wanted to read it again the moment I finished it). I read
it in one sitting, a gulp of fresh, winter air. This is perhaps the best way to experience it. Highly
recommended.
The Apartment by Greg Baxter - goodreads.com
The Apartment, the astonishing first novel by Greg Baxter, is a tale of war and peace, friendship
and aloneness.A man walks across an old European capital. Heavy snow falls. He has come here
from far away, hoping to forget. Instead, he remembers: home, war, lost friends. Complicity. In the
company of a new friend and alive to the new experiences of the city, he moves through the snow
and his complicated history in search of an apartment.The Apartment, by the author of the
acclaimed memoir A ...
The Apartment by Greg Baxter | WHSmith Books
The blurb to Texas-born Greg Baxter’s debut novel, The Apartment, evinces the ultimate hard-sell:
stripping a bare-bones plot, such as it is, to an even leaner synopsis, and making it appear
nourishing. It doesn’t work; the book looks markedly uninviting. But it is worth persevering. The
Apartment is one of those novels that delights in its deception—minimal at first glance but in actual
fact a trove stuffed full of haunting imagery, tumultuous thoughts and clever wisdom.
The Apartment by Greg Baxter | Quarterly Conversation
Greg Baxter’s The Apartment is a bit like this. Or at least it was for me. I’m not going to quote the
moment that so surprised me, the moment that changed my perspective, as to do so would be ...
The Apartment by Greg Baxter - Telegraph
Greg Baxter’s debut novel, “The Apartment,” spends a day with a newly wealthy American veteran
of the Iraq war looking for a place in an unnamed European city.
‘The Apartment,’ a Debut Novel by Greg Baxter - The New ...
A wonderful, horrible, wise novel Dazed & Confused (Book of the Month) Stunningly good - Susan
Jeffreys Saturday Review, BBC Radio 4 Exceptional - a book rich in ideas and poetry.
The Apartment by Greg Baxter | BARCLAY BOOKS
What is the distance between here and there, between now and then, between right and wrong? In
Greg Baxter’s pellucid first novel, “The Apartment,” it may be simply the length of a day ...
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